Rudy Davis
From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:50 AM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Green Conservancy

The point is this, the concept of having a non profit that is based on Conservation, that is in all reality a new
support group for like minded Christians, would allow the members who join, to put all of their income (never
defined), and property and real property into one of our Green Trusts and this would allow all of the property,
labor and the income to no longer be taxed by the Evil Satanic New World Order.
I also had the idea of Creating a Green Conservancy Cage in a non profit Casio. This could have been done to
allow us to enter into helping our members with their tokens. For example I wanted to be able to allow people to
buy a G Chip/Token/Bit Coin; and have the Green Conservancy actually purchase and hold the Gold in a vault to
give our Token a real value. So, this would be a way for our members to buy and sell in real gold using the token
concept known as bit coins. We could have Green Conservancy (CG) Bit Coins. Members can gamble there for
fun, if they chose to but that really would not be purpose of creating this kind of site. We really need a way to
help members with their overall money and supposed income problems. Remember we also have some
Platinum that can be used to back a Token offering. Just more ideas.
What I'm trying to say here is that we need to provide a De jure home for those who seek shelter from this evil
New World Order. The answer is in having these Trusts created underneath the Board of the Non Profit called
the Green Conservancy. This could be part of taking over the Green Movement for Christ.
This would allow all members to get out of Babylon and go De jure.
We need a movement that is orchestrated and where thousands can stand as one, as we hid in the protection
that the New World Order Banksters have created for themselves. We need to now be as wise and smart and
get out of their system if possible.
I can remember asking my Bishop to please put my name on the paper work at church in a Christian Appellation.
He did not and could not.
Remember, I always had the idea of having many people become members of our Conservational Type of Green
Corporation. We could even have a Corporate Sole that is placed directly underneath the Green Conservancy
and this Corporate Sole could be run by a new leader of the faith, who acts for Christ in the name of Christ.
Just some more ideas. We really need to come up with a vehicle that allows good people to take a break from
the evil and come into Christ.
Dave
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